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Abstract  
This work implements parametric jewelry modeling in Visual Basic Applications (VBA) 

programming environment that runs simultaneously with AutoCAD and provides programmable 

control of AutoCAD through the ActiveX Automation interface. Jewelry modeling with CAD 

system in a programming environment represents the jewelry design steps which are 

programmed to be executed automatically. In particular, this paper presents a CAD paradigm 

that makes the technical contribution of developing a parametric jewelry modeler for designing 

traditional carved pendants.  
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1. Introduction  
Parametric modeling in CAD refers to the use of numeric parameters for defining and 

manipulating solid models. The great virtue of parametric modeling is the ease of altering the 

model with a set of parameters. Parametric modeling is carried out with two approaches. Firstly, 

with the CAD system having parametric modeling capabilities which allows the user to update or 

modify the model with new parameters by interacting him with the CAD system during the 

modeling process. Secondly, with the CAD system that provides interface via Application 

Programming Interface (API), which enables the user to interact with the model environment for 

improving design automation.  

It is difficult to perform parametric modeling of irregular shaped objects (like jewelry) with the 

parametric CAD systems. It is not truly impossible to apply parametric modeling to irregular 

objects, but many steps may be required, and the resulting set of modeling steps and parameters 

becomes more and more difficult to understand, much less modify, because each step is 

dependent on every prior step.  

In order to carry out parametric jewelry modeling, a specific algorithm is required that can be 

programmed to be executed automatically. Such an algorithm can be generated with some 

programming language which interacts with CAD system through an interface. This 

programmatic approach can utilize the predefined native geometrical CAD entities (point, line, 

circle, spline, etc.) and operations (extrusion, revolution, union, intersection, subtraction, 

offsetting, etc.) together with the specific algorithm programmatically. Such a programmatic 

approach reveals design automation by integrating and customizing CAD system with a 

programming language through an API. In this continuation, this work implements parametric 

jewelry modeling in Visual Basic Applications (VBA) programming environment that runs 

simultaneously with AutoCAD and provides programmable control of AutoCAD through the 

ActiveX Automation interface.Jewelry modeling with CAD system in a programming 

environment represents the jewelry design steps which are programmed to be executed 

automatically. This means that each different piece of jewelry would not have to be created 

basically from the beginning. This gives the user the benefit of repeatability, handling errors, 

requesting user input and accessing databases.  
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Parametric concept of jewelry modeling is the jewelry designing process in which the user 

participates through the definition of parameters and his/her interaction’s directly turns into a 3-D 

solid jewelry model. Parametric modeling is incorporated to capture the designer’s intent, to get 

the variation in jewelry designs and to support customized jewelry design process. Moreover, this 

parametric jewelry modeling concept is towards the elimination of the formal jewelry designer by 

providing the design tool in the hand of user for generating jewelry of his/her choice.  

 

2. Literature  
Most of commercial CAD systems available for the jewelry modeling are parametric [1-4]. But in 

majority of these systems, designing is performed manually using various tools and usually the 

design steps cannot be programmed to be executed automatically. Some parametric modelers 

have been developed where the jewelry design is expressed by a set of parameters and constraints 

and the user’s participation in the design process is through the dentition of the parameter values. 

ByzantineCAD has been developed for the designing of pierced medieval Byzantine jewelry [5-

6]. A Feature-based CAD System for Reconstructing Traditional Filigree Jewelry has also been 

developed [7]. A parametric voxel based approach has been presented to produce for stretch-

formed and carved jewelry [8-9]. A jewelry modeler has been created for designing fret-worked 

and carved jewelry bangles [10]. A feature based CAD approach to re-engineering jewelry has 

been presented [11-12]. An aesthetic driven approach to jewelry design has also been presented 

which proposes a CAD tool to automate jewelry art form generator [13].  

 

3. Implementation  
This work has been implemented in AutoCAD under the ActiveX Automation interface and VBA 

programming environment. AutoCAD is customized for jewelry design automation through 

ActiveX Automation interface which manipulates AutoCAD programmatically using VBA. This 

coupling of ActiveX Automation and VBA manipulates AutoCAD objects that encapsulate 

AutoCAD entities, data, and commands. Through ActiveX Automation, AutoCAD exposes 

programmable objects (lines, circle, arcs, copy, erase, move, mirror, rotate, text, dimensions, line 

types, dimension styles, layers, groups, blocks, view, viewport, etc.) described by the AutoCAD 

Object Model that can be created, edited, and manipulated by VBA programming environment. 

VBA has its own set of objects, keywords, constants, and so forth that provide program flow, 

control, debugging, and execution. It runs in the same process space as AutoCAD. It sends 

messages to AutoCAD by the ActiveX Automation interface which establishes communication 

with AutoCAD objects.  

 

4. A CAD Paradigm  
In particular, this paper presents a CAD paradigm that makes the technical contribution of 

developing a parametric jewelry modeler for designing traditional carved pendants (Fig. 1). A 

jewelry design is expressed by a set of parameters. The modeler generates new jewelry designs 

by changing the parameters. The user participates in the modeling process with selection of a 

voxel from the library of pre-defined voxels (Fig. 2). The voxel library is an open-ended 

catalogue to which new voxels can be added. The possible variations in jewelry designs depend 

upon the richness of voxels in the library. The voxel element is described with a signature 

P/L/T/α/X/Y/R, where P stands for maximum number of valid points, L for size, T for thickness 

and α for inclination of side surface of voxel element, X and Y for variants and R for radius of 

center hole. The voxel signature represents the modeling parameters (Fig. 3).  
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Fig. 1 Traditional carved pendants 

 
Fig. 2 Pre-defined voxel elements 
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Fig. 3 Voxel parameters 
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During the jewelry modeling process, a parametric voxel is generated in XY plane; its multiple 

copies are conFig.d in rows and columns (R and C); an array of conFig.d element(s) is created in 

XY plane about the Z axis passing through any one of the valid points (Pt) for an angle (θ) and a 

number (N); and joined into a type of jewelry (pendant). CAD models of such carved jewelry 

pendants are shown in the Fig. 4. By putting the modeling parameters through a user interface 

(Fig. 5), jewelry designs are rendered and further submitted to RP machine for the production of 

master pieces (Fig. 6) [14].  

 
 

 

Fig. 4 Rendered parametric carved pendants 
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Fig. 5 Modeling parameters through user interface 

 

 
Fig. 6 CAD and RP model 
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5. Concluding Remarks  
Parametric jewelry modeling is quite unique concept. Jewelry models, which are created by using 

the parametric design concept, show large variations in the designs. The work customizes the 

features of AutoCAD under a programming environment (VBA) in order to use its graphics 

capabilities. AutoCAD is capable of creating STL file, which supports diverse integrated 

manufacturing. The proposed approach has far reaching potential in enhancing the ornamental 

products especially jewelry.  
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